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Do you touch your hair and it feels dry and dull? 
Then you need extra hydration with the Thermal 
Restorative Mask, for super nourished and shiny hair. ✨  
Thanks to Thermal Water, Aloe Vera, Vitamins C-E, it 
restores maximum softness and internal hydration to the 
hair after exposure to the sun. 

#thermalsun #aqvaceremony #thermal #madeinitaly 
#thermalsuncare #hairprotector
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Why use a specific shampoo for summer?%  
During the summer, the hair is subjected to greater stress 
such as prolonged exposure to the sun, frequent washing, 
chlorine and saltiness, which is why specific and delicate 
cleansing is essential for the well-being and beauty of the 
hair. 

The Softening Sh 
ampoo gently takes care of hair, especially treated and 
delicate hair. Thanks to Thermal Water, Buddleja Officinalis 
Extract and UVA-B Sun Filters, it nourishes and hydrates 
deeply, eliminates all traces of chlorine and sand and 
improves shine. 
#thermalsun #aqvaceremony #thermal #madeinitaly 
#thermalsuncare
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The beginning of the summer season immediately makes us 
think about light, tanning, holidays by the sea or by the pool, 
but also about bright and disheveled hair. ✨  
If it comes naturally to us to think of sunscreen for the body 
and especially for the face, we are not so used to protecting our 
hair. 
First of all because we think those magnificent "sun-kissed" 
reflections are better than our hairdresser's lightening! And 
because we know little about the effects of sunlight on the 
scalp and hair. 
Discover them by scrolling through the images. 
 
#thermalsun #aqvaceremony #thermal #madeinitaly 
#thermalsuncare #hairprotector
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Summer wildcard!"

The Multi-action Hair Protector is a delicate and very 
fragrant emulsion with a double effect: 
" Protects hair from sunlight, preventing dryness and 
color fading 
" Hydrates and detangles hair 

# Apply it on lengths 15 minutes before sun exposure 
and after shampooing as a leave-in conditioner. 
Love yourself with Thermal… in the sun! 

#thermalsun #aqvaceremony #thermal #madeinitaly 
#thermalsuncare #hairprotector
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Stay cool, stay hydrated con Thermal #aqvaceremony!!

#thermal #madeinitaly
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Hairdryer, straightener, brush, pollution, heat, cold, 
humidity….arghhhh your hair has all the reasons to be 
stressed! 
And this is when our hair feels more fragile, difficult to 
comb, and the scalp is more sensitive and tight. And this 
is when your hair needs a break with Thermal Destress 
with Bioactive Thermal Water: 
- It promotes microcirculation and oxygenation of the 
scalp 
- It cleanses gently 
- It makes the hair soft and manageable 

We look forward to seeing you at the salon! 
#aqvaceremony #thermal #madeinitaly #thermaldestress
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Hairdryer, straightener, brush, pollution, heat, cold, 
humidity….arghhhh your hair has all the reasons to be 
stressed! 
And this is when our hair feels more fragile, difficult to 
comb, and the scalp is more sensitive and tight. And this 
is when your hair needs a break with Thermal Destress 
with Bioactive Thermal Water: 
- It promotes microcirculation and oxygenation of the 
scalp 
- It cleanses gently 
- It makes the hair soft and manageable 

We look forward to seeing you at the salon! 
#aqvaceremony #thermal #madeinitaly #thermaldestress
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Is your hair dull, matt and brittle?  
For you, we have the Thermal Water Anti-Age Filler 
treatment for regenerated, voluminous and 
rejuvenated hair. 
Why does it work? Come and visit us at the salon and 
we will show you! 

#aqvaceremony #thermal #madeinitaly #thermalfiller
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Beauty is something we see, feel and touch! 
Fine hair often looks drained and difficult to manage. 
This is why you can rely on us.☺ 

The Anti-Age Filler treatment, thanks to the action of 
the Thermal water, Baobab oil, vitamins and minerals, 
will give new life to your hair.  

We look forward to seeing you at the salon! 
#themalfiller #thermal #aqvaceremony
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“If there is magic on this planet, it is 
contained in water” L.E.
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We believe everything is connected. 
This is why each of our treatments is also a pathway to 
new balance between body and mind. 
Our salon becomes a place to live a customised, 
pampering and reassuring experience. 

We look forward to seeing you at the salon! 

#aqvaceremony #thermal #madeinitaly 
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Introducing 2 incredible allies for the scalp, for 
him and for her! 

SCRUB: an extremely pleasant treatment that 
massages the scalp, thoroughly removing 
impurities. The scalp will feel extremely 
refreshed and toned. 

PH Equilibrium: calms itchiness, refreshes, 
relaxes the scalp, relieves inflammation, 
promotes cell renewal and healing.   

If this is not an alliance, then what is?!;-) 

Come and discover them at the salon!
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To have a beautiful garden, we have to prepare the 
soil. 
In the same way, beautiful hair starts with the health 
of the scalp and the well-being of the individual. 

This is why we want to make the salon wellness 
experience unforgettable with the AQVACEREMONY 
ritual. 

Come visit us at the salon to discover the most 
suitable AQVACEREMONY for you. 

#thermal #aqvaceremony #madeinitaly
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Precious water that the Romans called “water of 
beauty” flows from the ancient baths of Juno. 

Certified by the Ministry of Health for its extraordinary 
properties, it is the precious ingredient of our Thermal 
products. 

We look forward to seeing you at the salon!  

#thermal #aqvaceremony #madeinitaly
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The Thermal well-being rituals are brought to life 
from the ancient wisdom of Thermal Clay and 
Bioactive Thermal Water of Juno Baths. 

These are the precious ingredients together with our 
salon’s professionalism that make the Thermal 
experience at our salon unique! 

Contact us to know which treatment is right for you! 

#thermal #aqvaceremony #madeinitaly
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We believe that a different world is possible! 

This is why we have chosen Thermal #aqvaceremony at 
our salon.  

The bottles are made of BIO-BASED PE, plastic obtained 
from sugar cane. The plant origin of this material 
contributes to a significant reduction in the amount of 
CO2 emitted into the environment. 

We look forward to seeing you at the salon! 

#sustainablebeauty #thermal #aqvaceremony
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Did you know that pollution is one of the many causes that 
can lead to an itchy scalp? 
  
Yes, that’s right. The sebum that physiologically protects 
our scalp can trap pollution particles found in the 
environment and cause inflammation and irritation.  
So, what can be done?  
With Thermal Detox, thanks to Thermal Water, Moringa 
Oleifera and Buddleja Officinalis, it PURIFIES, DETOXIFIES 
and PROTECTS the scalp.  
And the result? Well-being of the scalp and extraordinary 
hair! 

Come and visit us at the salon and ask for Thermal Detox. 

#thermal #aqvaceremony #madeinitaly 
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If the words DRY HAIR make you think about your own 
hair, then it’s time for a nourishing treatment.  
With Thermal’s Hydra, we will make your hair 
remineralised, hydrated and shiny again. It also protects 
against damage from free radicals and environmental 
polluting substances. 

Come and visit us at the salon. 

#thermal #aqvaceremony #madeinitaly #thermalhydra
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A real boost of energy for your hair! 
With a specific treatment, you can strengthen fragile 
hair prone to thinning.   
How? With Thermal Energize, which, thanks to 
Thermal Water, Grape, Thyme, Rosemary extract, 
Trichogenic complex and much more, restores all 
the strength that your hair deserves. 

Come to the salon and ask for Thermal Energize! 

#aqvaceremony #thermal #madeinitaly 
#thermalenergize 
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Do you feel that your hair is more fragile?  
Don’t lose your head over it ;-) and come to 
our salon! 
We will give you the right advice and 
excellent allies to take home! 

#thermal #aqvaceremony #madeinitaly  
 #thermalenergize
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Do you want that extra beauty touch for your hair? 
Simply add a few drops of our extremely powerful 
BOOSTER to your mask or conditioner:  

SHINE Booster: for more shine to give a magnificent 
glossy effect 

MOISTURE Booster: for more softness and manageability. 

REPAIR Booster: for more elasticity and strength.  

Come and visit us at the salon! 
#thermal #aqvaceremony #madeinitaly 


